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Refractive index and its relation to EM waves

Refractive Index = 

Can be complex-valued!

● Imaginary part: absorption/amplification of wave 

When n → 0, wave becomes stretched infinitely long

● v = f𝜆 

● f remains unchanged

● 𝜆 → ∞

n > 1

n = 0

n = 1

speed of light in vacuum

speed of light in the material
or     n = c / v

n = 1



Why Zero Index?

https://www.nature.com/articles/nphoton.2015.140/peacockf
igures/4

https://seas.harvard.edu/drew/news/2017/10/zero-index-wav

eguide

Wavefront shapingExtraordinary Transmission in Waveguides

infinitely long wavelength

finite wavelength

https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2017/10/zero-index-waveguide
https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2017/10/zero-index-waveguide


Requirements to study zero index in materials

Materials are generally anisotropic.

Need to account for the dependence of waves on their polarization and direction of 
propagation.

      Anisotropic         Isotropic



What are Metamaterials?

Wonky!!
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How to describe wave propagation in 2D material

We use the 2D Dirac equation. 

It describes the relativistic dispersion relation.

● E > mc2: solutions are propagating, k is real
● E < mc2: solutions are exponentially decaying
● E = mc2: transition point

○ corresponds to zero refractive index condition for a material



When can materials have zero index?

𝝌 is called the material tensor.

● Tells you if materials can have zero index

● Tells you the direction of propagation for zero index, m

○ Relates to 𝝀: as 𝝀 → 1, the zero index is in the m direction

Note: (𝝀 is not the wavelength here)



Dispersion relation and polarization in a sample material

the principal axes of the material are designed to make zero index for the blue polarization and the red polarization is less affected



Dispersion relation and polarization in 2 sample materials

the principal axes of the material are designed to make zero index for the blue polarization and the red polarization is less affected



What Happens At Zero Refractive Index?

● Propagation in one direction completely attenuated - Complex Axis Nihility

https://news.utexas.edu/2017/02/13/new-mechanical-metam
aterials-can-block-symmetry-of-motion/



CAN Media Support One-Way Waves! 



CAN Media Amplify Waves in One Direction…

phase



And Attenuate Them in the Other.

phase



Scattering from bianisotropic CAN  medium 



Scattering from bianisotropic CAN  medium 

Phase



CAN make Unidirectional Edge states at interfaces!

Phase



Killing off an Evanescent wave in Total Internal Reflection

Phase



More Evanescent Waves: Chiral Antenna



Looking Ahead 

+21 more



Metamaterials for LiFi

● Light Fidelity (LiFi) requires media that 

can control wave amplitude, phase, 

polarization, and impedance arbitrarily

● Helps to have a better understanding of 

metamaterials!

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=9614037



Trapping Light With Metamaterials



Metamaterials can be the new Superconductors?



Our comments about the paper

● Some figures are ambiguous. 

● The abstract is well written.

○ The structure makes it easy to understand the main ideas of the research.

○ Highlight the interesting parts of the paper

● The paper provides different examples to highlight interesting effects due to zero refractive 

index which enhance our physical understanding of the calculations 



Conclusions

● A general way to calculate the directional dependent refractive index and the condition 
for the zero index in  given direction

● When the zero index direction is complex valued a material supports waves that can 
propagate in one sense

● Extending the concept of the refractive index



The End!



Backup slides



Extra notes

Magnitude of refractive index → magnitude of the inverse of the eigenvalues 

Sign of refractive index → sign of k ᐧ S = 



A general linear EM material can be characterized

Maxwell’s equations in 6-vector form:

Results in 6 eigenvalues

● 2 eigenvalues = 0
● Others: 2 pairs of equal magnitude (polarizations), opposite sign (direction)



Condition for zero-index from 2D Dirac equation solutions

At the transition point between the 2 behavior, k2 → 0.

Equivalent to zero refractive index, but with an unusual form.

● 𝛹
b
 obeys the equation: 

Waves that obey Cauchy-Riemann equations propagate in only 1 sense around the origin.

● The solution represents clockwise propagating waves



CAN Media Support One-Way Waves! 

● Sending a -> ± b sends n -> 0 along one direction

● Circulation dependent power!



Simple Eigenvalue Problem

Set up matrix for our complex valued permittivity

Sending a -> ± b sends n -> 0 along one direction

Circulation dependent power!



Scattering from bianisotropic CAN medium 



Emission from CAN Cylinder



Comparison to other relevant work

● Horsley, S. A. R. Unidirectional wave propagation in media with complex principal axes. Phys. Rev. A 97, 023834 (2018)

○ Same use of maxwell's equations    

○ Focused on designing materials where waves can be trapped at an interface with a perfect conductor

● https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2017/10/zero-index-waveguide (2017)

○ Developed first on chip metamaterial with zero refractive index

○ A zero-index waveguide

● Horstmeyer, R., Ruan, H. & Yang, C. Guidestar-assisted wavefront-shaping methods for focusing light into biological tissue. Nature 

Photon 9, 563–571 (2015). https://doi.org/10.1038/nphoton.2015.140

○ Use wavefront shaping to focus light onto biological material (application of zero index)

● Davoyan, A. R. & Engheta, N. Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 257401 (2013)

○ Showed (analytically) that the transparency of the medium can be altered with the magnetization

○ Predicted that one-way photonic surface states may exist at the interface 

● Silveirinha, M. G. Phys. Rev. B 92, 125153 (2015)

○ Developed theoretical methods to topologically classify a wide class of bianisotropic continuous media

https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2017/10/zero-index-waveguide
https://doi.org/10.1038/nphoton.2015.140


Highly Degenerate Bound states

● Zero-index condition affects bound states in electromagnetic materials, resulting in highly 

degenerate state

● The effect is identical to degeneracy in ground state of  spin half particle in magnetic field

2D Dirac with Magnetic field
Example Materials which have

In polar basis where

With the assumption that 
𝛹=0 as the field is entirely 
in-plane

In the zero refractive index 
limit k->k0

We are interested 
in ground states 
where they get 
annihilated by D 



Bound states in a CAN medium with a pseudo magnetic 
field.



Outcomes and Looking Ahead

● Interface of quantum mechanics, complex analysis, and crystal optics

● New way to analyze and design one-way media

● Helps explain observed phenomena


